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"A Journey Through Love"

"Independent and Content"

Vittoria, mio core!
Bel tempo per me se n’andò

Giacomo Carissimi
(1605-1674)

"Passion"

Wir wandelten
O Kühler Wald
Der Gang zum Liebchen
Immer leiser wird mein Schlummer

Johannes Brahms
(1833-1897)

"Expressing Joy"

Jour et nuit je me mets en quatre
from Les Contes D’Hoffmann (1880)

Jacques Offenbach
(1819-1880)

INTERMISSION

"Relationship Naïveté"

They Wash Their Ambassadors in Citrus and Fennel (1994)

Jon Christopher Nelson
(b.1960)
"Assurance"

Selections from *The House of Life* (1904) by Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872-1958)

I. Love – Sight
II. Silent Noon
V. Death in Love
VI. Love's Last Gift

"Forever Growing"

Something's Coming
from *West Side Story* (1957) by Leonard Bernstein (1918-1990)
You'll Never Walk Alone
from *Carousel* (1945) by Richard Rodgers (1902-1979)
Tribute Five O'Clock Shadow

Senior Recital presented in partial fulfillment for the Degree Bachelor of Music in Performance and Education.
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